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SQuInT Kickoff, 18 December 1998



I have the same ideas, 17 years later.



What are your ideas about the 

future impact of quantum 

information on physical science?

#SQuInT16





LIGO!

GW150914



LIGO!



LIGO!



Joe Weber audaciously believed gravitational 

waves can be detected on earth.



Vladimir Braginsky realized that quantum effects 

limit the precision of gravitational wave detectors.



Kip Thorne foresaw that strain sensitivity 10-21

would be needed for successful detection.



Rai Weiss invented LIGO in 1972.



Surpassing the standard quantum limit 

with squeezed light (Caves 1981).







Quantum Summit, Caltech, 27 January 2016
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Frontiers of Physics

short distance long distance complexity

Higgs boson

Neutrino masses

Supersymmetry

Quantum gravity

String theory

Large scale structure

Cosmic microwave 

background

Dark matter

Dark energy

Gravitational waves

“More is different”

Many-body entanglement

Phases of quantum 

matter

Quantum computing

Quantum spacetime



Can we control complex 

quantum systems and if so 

what are the scientific and 

technological implications?

(104 characters) 



Can we control complex 

quantum systems and if so 

what are the scientific and 

technological implications? 

How would you distill the essence of quantum 

information science to just one (tweetable) question?

#SQuInT16



Quantum Supremacy!

???



If not “quantum supremacy” 

then what should we call it?

#SQuInT16





Classically Easy

Quantumly Hard

Quantumly Easy

Problems

What’s in 

here?



A quantum computer can simulate efficiently any 

physical process that occurs in Nature.

(Maybe. We don’t actually know for sure.)

particle collision entangled electronsmolecular chemistry

black hole early universesuperconductor



Three Questions About Quantum Computers

1. Why build one?

How will we use it, and what will we learn from it?

A quantum computer may be able to simulate efficiently any 

process that occurs in Nature!

2. Can we build one?

Are there obstacles that will prevent us from building 

quantum computers as a matter of principle?

Using quantum error correction, we can overcome the 

damaging effects of noise at a reasonable overhead cost.

3. How will we build one? 

What kind of quantum hardware is potentially scalable to 

large systems?





http://www.aps.org/membership/units/statistics.cfm
(Founded 2005. Membership is 57% students.)

APS Topical Group on Quantum Information
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Can classical public key 

cryptosystems be  resistant 

to quantum attacks?



Can classical public key 

cryptosystems be  resistant 

to quantum attacks?

Lattice based.

McEliece. 

Other. 



What can we do with a 

quantum network?



What can we do with a 

quantum network?

Quantum key distribution, and other quantum protocols.

A global clock (Lukin, Ye et al. 2014).

Long-baseline optical interferometry (Gottesman et al. 2012).







http://quantumfrontiers.com/2015/11/06/wouldnt-you-like-to-know-whats-going-on-in-my-mind/







Anyone Can Quantum
http://iqim.caltech.edu/one-entangled-evening/



What can we do with a 

small quantum computer?



What can we do with a 

small quantum computer?

Learn how to make a big quantum computer.

Quantum repeaters.

Entangled clocks and sensors.

Quantum simulation.

Quantum annealing.



Can we build a 

quantum hard drive?









Self-correcting quantum memory

1) Finite-dimensional spins.

2) Bounded-strength local interactions.

3) Nontrivial codespace.

4) Perturbative stability.

5) Efficient decoding.

6) Exponential memory time at nonzero temperature. 

The 4D toric code obeys all the rules, but what about < 4 dimensions?

















From: Robbert Dijkgraaf at the inauguration of Caltech’s Burke Institute.



From: Robbert Dijkgraaf at the inauguration of Caltech’s Burke Institute.





Quantumists ≈ Biologists

quantum gravity = life

boundary theory = chemistry

quantum information theorists = chemists

quantum gravity theorists = biologists

what we want =  molecular biology

black hole information problem = fruit fly

understanding the big bang = curing cancer

Slide concept stolen from Juan Maldacena



“Now is the time for 

quantum information scientists 

to jump into .. black holes”
Beni Yoshida

QuantumFrontiers.com
March 2015



LIGO!

GW150914



One Entangled Evening …

Once we have dreamt it, we can make it so.

Once we have dreamt it, we can make it so!




